The need for faculty training programs in effective feedback provision
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Abstract: An important aspect of professional teaching practice is a practitioner’s ability to critically evaluate the performances of subordinates for whom he or she is responsible. This is a common practice within social sciences as well as for professionals from applied specialties. The literature on professional clinical expertise identifies reflective practice as perfect when they are thoroughly accepted by practitioners. In health-related professions, critical reflection in the form of feedback that serves as the bridge between theory and practice is endorsed. The aims and objectives of this study were directed toward the application of a mixed methodology approach in order to evaluate the requirements for a feedback training program and to detect the present feedback provision skills of clinical mentors in practice. The quantitative analysis measured the effectiveness of clinical teachers’ feedback in order to understand whether their understanding of and skills for giving feedback to promote students were adequate. On the other hand, the qualitative methods explored self-perceptions of feedback skills and efficacy in enabling students to improve their clinical practice. Effective feedback from faculty and the learner provides a useful and meaningful experience for absorbing knowledge and critical thinking into clinical practice. Nonadherence and limited expertise of mentors in giving feedback are the main themes of this study, and were evaluated and acknowledged through systematic analysis.
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Introduction

Feedback from clinical mentors to students is essential for introducing successful professional practice and needs to be promoted throughout the professional curriculum.1 The ability of teachers to provide positive and constructive feedback to students relies on teachers themselves acknowledging factors that can facilitate the execution of their duties in a better way.2 The traditional written feedback system was flawed as it did not tend to motivate students adequately to do better nor was it capable of identifying the weaknesses of students.3 This study evaluates teachers’ self-awareness about and proficiency in giving feedback to students to improve their clinical skills. This report intends to explore the need for an effective and successful training program of feedback provision of clinicians. Due to the critical and complex nature of medical practices, health care instructors face barriers in implementing verbal feedback in clinical settings.4 This study questions the levels of efficiency of the feedback mechanism of teachers working in various clinical settings in King Abdulaziz Medical City in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Literature review
This study aims to assess and evaluate the hallmarks of clinical education in order to promote feedback skills and to acknowledge the perceived and real feedback skills of clinical teachers. The value of feedback in clinical education is not only in improving care and services for patients, but that it is also critical for overall clinical processes and student learning. If feedback techniques are not properly implemented, the learner competency can never be achieved and clinical practice errors cannot be rectified.5

Geis’ instructional feedback model
According to Geis’ instructional method, evaluation and scrutiny in a clinical setting are considered components of the change process and have a potential effect on the utilization of feedback by the learner. In this model, the recipient establishes the positive or negative use of the feedback through contrasting variables, which include the implication of improvement scenarios experienced by a recipient previously and a recipient’s ability to identify and correct issues in their performance.

The role of the clinical educator
Feedback comprises the core of medical teaching, but few clinicians are aware of its effectiveness and of the principles to be followed in ways versus patterns that are productive and essential for elevating the learning capabilities of the students. Further, there are different teaching feedback mechanisms for every teaching speciality,6 and the role of the teacher in clinical practice requires the adoption of dual roles – those of both a collaborator and of a scholar.7 Teachers need to possess four fundamental abilities in order to depict better prospects in students, and these are facilitation of experimental learning; facilitation of progress and socialization; the implications and evaluation of techniques; and active contributions in curriculum designing.7 The role of collaborator involves learner competency as a leader and as a medium for bringing about change in the system, as well as involvement in attaining scholarships, and these are deemed to be basic requirements of a clinical instructor. The scholarly role concerns the prominent integrated concepts of competence such as achieving regular and sustained improvement in learning. When referring to education practice, the core of a constructive framework that could be implemented in a context of individual progress requires subsequent evaluation of the students in clinical practice.7

Feedback mechanisms
The higher cognitive centers in adults are specialized in adopting the perception of learning and reasoning, and then interpreting them into intellect by accumulation of various experiences. Panasuk and Lebaron identified that adult learners have strong abilities to link learned theoretical knowledge with experimental learning experiences,8 while Howley and Martindale illustrated that medical learners are self-motivated to learn and possess desire to be recognized in professional settings; in order to achieve these outcomes, they seek feedback and reinforcement about their performances and future goals.9

By implementing the critical thinking strategies incorporated into learning according to the students’ needs and requirements, the instructor can meet the challenges of the clinical environment.5 The feedback process needs to focus on issues concerning students’ life experiences, learning styles, and outcomes; course planning and expectations; and students’ recognition of learning and education. The utilization of different feedback instruments addresses issues related to appropriateness of course objectives, methodology followed, techniques of execution, and organization of data and results.9

Categories of feedback techniques
Feedback can only be successful in attaining related goals when the relationship between the instructors and the pupils is strong and cohesive.10 The dynamics of the roles that lie between these two entities vary from one faculty to another. Dialogue is a type of feedback that is communicative, cooperative, and conservative in origin. The real meaning of dialogue is the sharing of views, ideas, and insights of both parties to form an inference that is productive in nature.11

According to Anderson, dialogues enable the transformation of beliefs and relationships between instructors and learners necessary for critical thinking and complex learning.12 Cooperative discussions require social independence of the learners in order that they can express their ideas through structured and planned interactive sessions.10 Teacher-to-student feedback assists students in clarifying their goals and identifying their mistakes as well as establishing their sense of direction.10 This form of feedback transmits knowledge to learners and makes the understanding process of what has been taught easier for them to appreciate.

Hasley and Arnold described summative feedback as positive and corrective statements with the aim of improving the level of performance of the learners.13 Simulated patient feedback in clinical teaching and assessment is vital for the faculty to gather a better understanding of students’ skills in data collection, solution finding, and managing clinical information.9 Feedback between teachers is essential in a feedback training program, and that includes the identification of aspects of
student mentorship and recognizing the shortcomings in the teaching process. It also emphasizes the potential of the students to achieve success by identifying what students could do to make a difference.  

The requirements for feedback

According to Bruner, there are four modes of learning: 1) learning by seeing; 2) learning by listening; 3) learning through experimental or constructive methods; and 4) learning by observing those with greater knowledge. Student dissatisfaction is often based on receiving insufficient guidance in feedback. The consistent provision of feedback in medicine is not easy to carry out for two reasons: first, trainees may be selected based on inaccurate information or insufficient skills, and second is the unease felt by clinical instructors in delivering feedback.

The effectiveness of workshops for written feedback lies in the feedback correlating the grades of students with concrete reasons and providing suggestions for improvement. Current study suggests that the feedback mechanisms used by our participants are conventional, generic in nature, and often contain just criticism from the instructors. Feedback needs to be simple but corrective in order to address the issues that hinder students’ improvement in clinical performance.

In the field of clinical practice, learners need to acquire skills coupled with intellectual, cognitive, and psychosomatic domains. In order to improve trainees’ skills, doctors’ feedback on observed practices and evaluation are essential. Feedback provision is a vital part of the learning process, as learners receive instruction about how well they are doing and how they can improve.

Methodology

Creswell suggests that a mixed methodological approach addresses the issues affecting the growth of professional development. The qualitative and quantitative research methods, when applied together and combined with statistical techniques, lead to better discussion of result findings. A questionnaire was constructed to measure effectiveness of clinical teachers in providing feedback to students by incorporating the descriptive statistics and correlation techniques and by applying Statistical Package for Social Science (version 21: IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) methodology for evaluation.

Qualitative design enables assessment of the observed behaviors, which can then be implemented to enhance the proficiency of instructors and how faculty members perform. Complementary issues, such as the barriers that teachers face in giving feedback, were addressed through qualitative data analysis and information was gathered through open-ended survey questions. The quantitative design assisted in the identification of the weaknesses of this study and enabled the researcher to measure the feedback proficiency scores of the teachers. The quantitative data collection involved the close-ended items in the survey.

The questionnaire was sent to 60 respondents who were acting as clinical instructors in internal medicine, intensive care, family physicians, pediatrics, and surgery specialties in King Abdulaziz Medical City in Saudi Arabia. These participants were responsible for providing clinical feedback to student interns at the hospital governed by the University Faculty Development Program. The respondents were recruited through emails and were asked to fill out a questionnaire to assess their response to student performance. These students were medical students who were exposed to different diagnoses and who were expected to perform various clinical duties during their internship.

Respondents were clinical instructors and were studied with the aim of canvassing their professional effectiveness at the feedback mechanism. The questionnaire consisted of introductory appendices regarding clinical experience, teaching backgrounds, and the type of students they mostly teach. The overall criteria for measuring the grade of the participant was extracted from the scoring in self-assessment and case scenario sections, with 10 as the maximum score and 50% as the passing score for this study.

The validity of the study process was strengthened by the pilot testing approach by the researcher. Only 20 faculty members responded, which elevates the reliability of the study to a small extent, but limits generalization to other populations. A research ethics committee approved the research and consent was obtained from all respondents with strict confidentiality and anonymity in context.

Results

According to the data collected, nearly one-half of the respondents failed the cumulative multiple choice questions (MCQ) and case scenario and only 47.4% passed the survey, with an overall response rate of 33%. This finding signifies that there is a need for half of the faculty members to participate in feedback training programs in order to enhance their proficiency and effectiveness in giving feedback. Around 40% of the faculty members perceived their feedback proficiency to be better than their actual proficiency status. Only 10% of the participants truly acknowledged their lack of competency in feedback provision. These results verify the hypothesis that there was a lack of knowledge and application of effective feedback principles.
among the clinical teachers of the program, even for those with a degree in medical education (Figure 1).

The impact of educational background on the proficiency of faculty members revealed that nine respondents who failed the MCQ test for feedback proficiency possessed degrees in medical education in clinical feedback provision. On the other hand, out of ten respondents who passed the MCQ test, eight of them did not have a degree in medical education in clinical instruction. However, 35% considered their effectiveness to be of a passing level and 10% incorrectly predicted that they would not pass the test (Figure 2).

Respondents gave the following as barriers they face in giving feedback to clinical students: insufficient office time; busy clinical schedule; no office hours; increased number of
students; rapid resident turnover; lack of secretarial support; too many assignment tasks; and the students’ training period being too short. This emphasizes the need for clinical teachers to have formal teaching programs to increase their feedback skills that take into account the barriers faced and suggests that regulations are required in clinical practice to cater for barriers to effective feedback provision.

Discussion

The implications of a constructive feedback mechanism are essentially based on learner proficiency of the clinical mentors. According to the findings, there were six faculty members who reported that they possess a degree in medical education in clinical instruction, while 13 others reported the inverse. Most of the faculty members without a degree in medical education had inaccurate perceptions about their competency in feedback provision as they view their skills to be compatible.

About 50% of the respondents with a degree had an exact match between their perceived and actual proficiency levels and believed that they had acceptable feedback skills. However, the availability of a degree in medical education did not appear to be a deciding factor between better or worse outcomes, as the respondents who did not have an academic qualification in clinical instruction passed the proficiency test comfortably. Further, just under one-half of the faculty members had accurate perceptions about their proficiency skills.

As per the findings indicated, the department of surgery had the most failing scores for feedback proficiency. All faculty from the internal medicine department had passing scores. Half of the pediatric department faculty had passing scores in the proficiency test but, due to uneven distribution of faculty members in various departments, the validity of these findings could not be established.

Feedback can be given in various formats; however, the inability of mentors to provide on-time and specific verbal feedback may prevent students from achieving their full potential. In general, participants who claimed to possess a qualification in clinical instruction scored lower than their expected scores. The reason for this may be due to their lack of regular practice in the relevant field or because their studies had little focus on feedback provision.

Faculty response to feedback restraints

The faculty members identified a busy schedule, as well as lack of office time, high student capacity, and lack of assistance in carrying out their jobs, as the basic restriction to their feedback performance. The increment in the advocacy for the students and ability of the teachers to acknowledge the importance of the feedback in medical practice and education were regarded as the implications for better feedback mechanism. However, the expertise of mentors greatly affects the learning capacity and outcomes of medical students.

When the instructors do not know their own proficiency levels, then it is difficult for them to provide effective feedback and correct responses for student benefit. The clinician must be able to provide feedback that is powerful and enables the pupils to progress. The absence of role models for proficient feedback provision has caused discrepancies in clinical practice. The results observed in this study indicate that there is a need for a faculty development plan or program that can incorporate feedback-developing skills and dialogues for constructive provision of knowledge for the clinical students.

Limitations of the study

The limitations of this study are the unavailability of the feedback report from directors of the student’s program and communication skills, as these were indicated as barriers for competence. Further, during the study, it was suggested that trainees’ emotional and ethnographic orientation also make it difficult for the mentor to state criticism in a way accepted by students. This study has only evaluated the efficiency levels of clinical mentors and has not investigated the satisfaction level of students receiving the feedback from them.

Conclusion

This study design has incorporated the collected data regarding the self-assessment criteria for measuring proficiency of a feedback mechanism by which clinical teachers could be more equipped to cater to the needs of medical students and enhance the learning procedures for the students. The results of the study indicate that the clinicians who responded had limited skills in feedback provision and most of them possessed inaccurate perceptions of their feedback proficiency. The acquisition of a professional degree has no implications on the clinicians’ proficiency in providing feedback. The findings also emphasize that there is an immediate need for feedback training programs in order to promote better learning among clinical students. The conclusion extracted from this study is that neither educational background nor specialization acquisition has any impact on an individual’s proficiency for giving feedback. Future research needs to focus on the factors that showed a link between feedback-giving proficiency and an
individual’s educational background. Feedback workshops and formal training programs can serve as the grounds for instilling clinical feedback skills in professionals, and also the feedback providence needs to be made compulsory in an overall institutional culture and dynamics.
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